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Abstract Recent academic research on the connectivity of the Internet uses modeling and simulation to conclude that the Internet is vulnerable to directed attack. The
so-called “Achilles heel of the Internet” is the fact that a
few nodes are highly connected, and that removal of the
most highly connected 3% of Internet nodes disconnects
the network. We point out that these studies overlook two
important characteristics of the Internet that have tremendous influence on its connectivity properties. Actual connectivity depends on routers that run the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). We first observe that the “nodes” of the
Internet with the supposed weakness are massive nationwide networks, not routers. The threat of having a backbone network (such as the ones operated by WorldComm,
Sprint, and AT&T) failing entirely is significantly smaller
than the threat of a single router failing. Secondly, most
connectivity studies are content to assert that two network
nodes are connected if there is a path through the network
graph between them. We also point out that connectivity is based on an overlay network defined by BGP, not
physical connectivity. This paper describes how connectivity is actually maintained at the core of the Internet, and
revisits the issue of connectivity in the face of router failures. A focus on router failures rather than network failures shows that the actual threat of massive disconnection
is smaller than prior work suggests, but that in the wake of
router failures the disconnectivity measured by reference
to BGP’s overlay network is significantly larger than disconnectivity measured by reference to physical paths in
the network. We conclude that the significant differences
in system behavior between earlier studies and ours suggests that studies of the threats to the Internet need to be
clear on the nature of the threats being studied, and need

to account for connectivity as it is actually experienced
through routing protocols.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Global Internet is a federation of cooperating networks. These Autonomous Systems (AS) are individually
owned and managed. Global connectivity is achieved by
agreements (called “peering”) between ASes to transfer
traffic between themselves. Large ASes owned by corporations like WorldComm, AT&T, and Sprint connect with
many other ASes, and so form the “core” of the Internet (also known as the “backbone”). These 20 or so Tier
1 networks have national (and international) scale internal backbones and all peer with each other. Smaller Tier
2 networks have regional scale internal backbones, peer
with other Tier 2 networks and Tier 1 networks (however not all Tier 2 networks peer with all other Tier 2 networks). Tier 3 networks are smaller still (e.g. metropolitan scale). The smallest networks peer only with larger
networks that are their service providers. Traffic does
not transit across these smaller networks as it does in the
larger ones—their peering relations serve only to deliver
traffic to destinations within the network, and to carry traffic originating in the network to other ASes. There are
presently over 15,000 ASes in the Internet.

1.1

Background on BGP

The flow of traffic between ASes is governed by
routers that use a protocol called BGP (Border Gateway

Protocol)[15]. On receiving an IP packet on one port, a
router forwards the packet through another port that takes
it one hop closer to its destination. The forwarding tables
used in this decision specify blocks of consecutive IP addresses (called prefixes) as targets, and contain the entire
anticipated path from that router to the AS containing the
prefix. The route chosen carries the packet to “the next”
AS on that path. Presumably (but not necessarily, owing
to race conditions) that AS uses the same path to the prefix
and makes its forwarding decision accordingly.
An AS may have many routers that “speak” BGP. All
of an AS’s BGP routers use the same AS paths for every announced prefix. All BGP speakers in an AS peer
with each other. A packet entering an AS will be routed
internally through the AS to a router that has a network
connection to the next AS on the packet’s path.

is scheduled to fire after some MRAI (a BGP configuration parameter) seconds; MRAI is typically 30 seconds.
When the router wishes to forward an announcement to
a peer, it checks to see whether the timer is running and
if so the announcement is simply buffered. If the timer
is not running the announcement is sent. When the timer
fires, the router checks whether there are any enqueued
announcements for the peer, and if so it sends them in an
aggregated message. The role of MRAI is to limit the flow
of traffic between routers so as not to overburden them,
and to reduce instability.

Every router runs timers, one per peer, that measure
how long it has been since it last received a message from
that peer. The BGP specification calls for a peer to send
a “keep-alive” message to another peer if as many as 30
seconds go by since the last message sent. If peer A fails
to hear anything from peer B after 90 seconds, A considA BGP router’s forwarding tables are built and dynam- ers its session with B to have failed and sets about anically maintained. When a router selects a route to a par- nouncing new routes (or withdrawals) for all prefixes it
ticular prefix, it announces that route to its peers. Receiv- announced whose routes took them from A to B.
ing such an announcement for prefix p, a router decides
whether the new path just announced is a better way of
Two things happen when a router r reboots. It sends
getting to p (through the sender), than its currently stored messages to all the routers it peers with. Those messages
route to p. If it is, the router makes its own announcement announce every prefix managed by r’s AS, which are esabout p to all its peers (except the one which provided the sentially announcements of zero-hop routes. When a peer
triggering announcement, and possibly excluding others, reestablishes a session with r, it then announces to r the
depending on the peering policy), prepending its AS iden- routes to each prefix—this is called a table dump because
tity to the route. Thus if a router r for AS A receives from the entire forwarding table is sent to r. Router r responds
AS B a path BCD to prefix p and r decides to use that to each such announcement as it would any other—it depath to get to p, it will announce to all its peers that policy termines whether the route advertised by that peer forms
permits, except B, that ABCD is the path to p that it will the basis of a better way to the prefix than it last adverhenceforth use, until further notice. If r had previously tised itself. If so, r prepends its AS identity to the route
announced a path to p, this new announcement serves as and announces the route to peers other than the one that
an implicit withdrawal of the path announced earlier. In sent it.
any case, for every prefix p, r always saves the last path
announced by each of its peers to p. Saved-but-unused
As we have seen, a router r processing a peer’s anroutes can serve as backups, as we will see.
nouncement decides whether using that route is “better”
than the last route r advertised to that prefix. The defiExplicit withdrawals of previously announced paths nition of “better” is configured into r using general polalso happen. For example if it appears to router r in AS icy rules. In practice those policies have more to do with
A that its peer in AS B is no longer operating, it will business relationships between ASes than they do with allook for saved-but-unused routes to p announced by other gorithmic concepts such as shortest path.
peers. Finding one it will choose the best and make an
announcement based on that route. This is an implicit
Academic studies of BGP behavior have considered iswithdrawal. Failing to find one A will send an explicit sues of “convergence”, that is, how quickly route change
withdrawal message to all its peers concerning the route information that propagates through the network stops
to p it last announced.
propagation, into a converged state. Background reading
in this area includes [13, 9, 12, 8, 6]. Other studies foEvery router runs timers, one per peer, that measure cused on instability dynamics of BGP include [2, 3, 16, 5,
how long it has been since it last sent a message (a mes- 14, 4, 10, 4]. Studies about BGP policies include [11, 7].
sage which may contain multiple announcements) to that Ours is the only study we know of that examines how BGP
peer. The timer is scheduled when a message is sent, and affects dynamic connectivity.

1.2

Connectivity of the Internet

In a widely noticed paper published in Nature [1], Albert, Jeong, and Barabási consider so-called scale-free
networks under random failure, and under directed attack.
The key characterization of a scale-free network is that it
has a few nodes that connect with many many other nodes,
while most nodes have low connectivity. They note that
the graph whose nodes are ASes and whose edges reflect
peering relationships between ASes is scale-free. Using
graph disconnectivity as a metric, they consider two models of simulating connectivity failures. In both models a
fraction f of nodes are removed from the graph; two remaining nodes are considered to be connected if there is
a path between them using only edges between remaining
nodes. The first method models random “error” by choosing nodes uniformly at random, while the second models
“attack” by rank ordering the nodes by degree of connectivity and removes the most highly connected nodes. They
note that network connectivity is resilient to the error process, but that removal of only 3% of the most highly connected nodes disconnects the network.
While this is a seemingly alarming result, it is useful to revisit the assumptions of this model. “Nodes” in
this model are entire networks. For example, the mostly
highly connected network in the AS system is UUNET,
a network that utilizes massive telecommunications resources, and geographically spans the globe. In this model
UUNET is equivalent to the AS of a small college campus, or ISP serving a rural area. Not all AS nodes are
created equal; at a minimum the vulnerability of an AS
to being completely disconnected from the Internet must
depend on its size. This is not to say that a large network like UUNET cannot be so removed. In a recent incident a flawed software upgrade to the routing software
used by UUNET effectively disconnected it. Accidental
mis-configurations can in principle also cripple an AS.
In addition to the relative difficulty of disabling an entire network, there is an issue of scale. 3% of the Internet’s approximately 15000 AS systems is 450 ASes.
The threat of having the Internet’s 450 mostly highly connected ASes simultaneously disabled by a cyber-attack is
rather smaller than having 450 devices disabled through
cyber-attack.
When we look at the problem from the point of view
of routers at the core we get a different picture. As we
have seen, the set of BGP speakers associated with an AS
logically connect with each other. If one of these routers
fails there are many ways to route around it within the
AS, and because core ASes all peer with each other, many
ways of reaching any other AS connected to that router,

through other ASes.

2 CORE CONNECTIVITY REVISITED
Our interest is in how connectivity behaves at the core of
the Internet as routers fail and recover. Routers are increasingly the target of direct cyber-attack; recent events
have shown that network wide disturbances (such as the
Code Red and nimda worms) can also induce temporary
router failure. Our description of the Tier 1 backbone
structure suggests an abstraction that is reasonably close
to reality. We will assume that a Tier 1 AS has n BGP
speaking routers, and that these routers all peer with each
other. If routers are represented by nodes, and peering
relationships by edges, then the graph of an AS’s BGP
speaking routers is an n-clique. Now all Tier 1 ASes peer
with each other, so at the AS level we have an N -clique
(where N is the number of ASes). Peering relationships
between Tier 1 ASes are realized by peering relationships
between their BGP speaking routers, creating what we
call a “clique-of-cliques” (CoC). In most of our CoC simulation models we take N ≥ n, assume that there is exactly one connection between any two ASes, and arrange
so that every router peers with approximately (N − 1)/n
routers in different Tier 1 ASes (and exactly n − 1 routers
in its own AS). In one experiment we do create models
where there are more connections between every pair of
ASes; if each AS peers k times with every other AS, then
every router peers with approximately k(N −1)/n routers
in different ASes.
Of course in reality BGP speaking routers in Tier 1
ASes peer with many routers in non-Tier 1 ASes; for the
purposes of this study we ignore these, focusing only on
the Tier 1 core and the connectivity from router to router
within that core. Parameters N , n, and k describe a network core of N ASes, each with n BGP speaking routers,
with k BGP sessions between every pair of ASes.
Not only is our topology different from the Albert et
al. model, our approach to failure is different as well. We
model the core “under attack” but with repair processes
at work as well. This corresponds with reality—network
operators actively work to restore routers known to have
failed. Correspondingly we look at dynamic connectivity rather than static connectivity such as considered by
Albert et al. In the set of experiments reported now the
attacks are not directed. The high degree of connectivity
within and between ASes will make the directed attack of

Albert et al. less effective at partitioning the network, but wise noted, our experiments assume that two ASes peer
we have yet to quantify this.
through exactly one pair of routers, e.g., k = 1.
To understand how dynamic connectivity is different
from static connectivity, it is essential to understand what
happens after a router r fails. Each of its peers will take
between 60 and 90 seconds to react, due to “keep-alive”
timeouts. As long as a peer still points to r in its forwarding table, any packet it receives whose path carries it
to the AS containing r will be forwarded to r, and hence
lost. So immediately following r’s failure there is a period of time when there may well be physical paths able
to circumvent r, but the mechanics of BGP have not yet
engaged to find and use them. When a peer of r realizes
it has been too long since r was last heard from, it looks
through all of its announcements for ones that cause it to
forward packets to r. For each such prefix the peer looks
for backup routes, based on announcements by ASes other
than r. It then either announces the best backup route, or,
failing to find one, explicitly withdraws the route it formerly announced. The propagation of new routes through
the Internet is limited by the MRAI timer. This allows
the possibility for further disconnectivity as packets are
forwarded in accordance with outdated forwarding tables.
After a router reboots there is a period of time during
which its peers realize it is back, and rebuild and announce
preferred paths that use it. In this case too propagation of
announcements is limited by MRAI timers; prefixes that
can only be reached through r remain unreachable from
points in the network that are unaware that physical connectivity has been re-established, until the appropriate announcements reach them.

Each AS announces a prefix; each of the routers in an
AS has an IP address from that block. To reduce complexity we put all of the model’s functionality into the routers;
our model has no hosts. The router “devices” will also
play roles needed to assess connectivity.
The routing of traffic within and between ASes involves a variety of complex of protocols : e.g. eBGP
(external BGP), iBGP (internal BGP), TCP/IP, and OSPF.
To assess the connectivity that results from subtle consequences within and between these protocols it is necessary
to have detailed and faithful models of these protocols.
In our study here we use SSFNet[17] as the simulation
testbed, which satisfies these requirements. In SSFNet
one can define very general protocol stacks for devices. In
our model we construct devices that both route and serve
as platforms for connectivity testing. The protocol stack
for each device has internal and external BGP, TCP/IP,
and ICMP. It also has a layer that implements the router’s
failure model, as follows.
Every five minutes a running device decides whether
to fail or not. The determination is random; with probability pf it fails. On failure it samples a reboot time
uniformly at random in the range 2 to 10 minutes; after this epoch has past, it re-inserts itself into the network by sending BGP “open” messages to all of its peers.
This initiates the rebooting process we described earlier.
Parameter pf governs the intensity of the failure activity. In this model the fraction of devices that are running is the ratio of the mean time a device is up between
reboots, divided by the sum of the mean time a device
is up between reboots and the mean time it is down—
(5/pf )/(5/pf + 6) = (1 + 1.2pf )−1 . Because this network is so highly connected, under these assumptions the
probability of the network being disconnected is vanishingly small. The fraction of physically connected pairs is
then just the fraction of devices that are up.

Thus we see that when connectivity is considered from
the point of view of the routing infrastructure’s ability
to deliver traffic, it is possible for there to be physical
connectivity between two devices in the Internet, but not
logical connectivity. These differences crop up when a
router first withdraws from the network, and when it reintegrates itself into the Internet. The question remaining asks how significant those differences are. We next
describe simulation experiments designed to address that
Figure 1 plots observed physical and logical connectivissue.
ity as a function of time. The network has 10 ASes, with
9 BGP routers per AS. pf is 0.1, so that the long-term
average fraction of physically connected pairs is 0.89%.
We plot the measured fraction of live routers; in the first
graph we also plot the measured fraction of logically con3 EXPERIMENTS
nected pairs, and in the second graph we plot the measured fraction of devices that the least connected router
can reach. Comparing the average connectivities we see
Our experiments concern core models with N ASes, each
a notable difference; comparing the minimum connectivwith n routers. The model sizes considered range from a
ities we see a marked difference, for under physical confew 10’s of routers, to nearly 400 routers. Unless other-
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Figure 1: Logical connectivity compared with physical connectivity
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